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01:45 to: Marton Nemeth
yes

01:46 to: Stuart Hamilton (IFLA)
yep

01:48 to: Jennifer Bartlett 1 #2
Good morning, yes!

01:49 to: Barbara Combes
yes

01:50 to: Anders Cato
yes

01:51 to: Donna Scheeder #2
Greetings everyone

01:51 to: Barbara Schultz-Jones
yes

01:54 to: Donna Scheeder #2
yes

01:56 to: Margaret Allen
yes

01:57 to: Marton Nemeth
good afternoon!

02:11 to: Dianne Oberg
yes

03:13 to: Barbara Combes
Cannot hear anything

03:18 to: Stuart Hamilton (IFLA)
me neither

03:35 to: Stuart Hamilton (IFLA)
I can try!

03:42 to: Julie Biando Edwards
I can hear now!

03:48 to: Marton Nemeth
yes

08:52 to: Barbara Combes
lost audio

08:53 to: Julie Biando Edwards
sound cut out. . .

08:54 to: Koen Krikhaar
I am losing the audio

08:55 to: Margaret Allen
I've lost Donna

08:59 to: Marton Nemeth
no sound for me

09:04 to: Mimi Calter
Lost Donna

09:06 to: Jennifer Bartlett 1 #2
me either

09:11 to: Anders Cato
Lost Donna

09:13 to: Lynne
Yes we have lost Donna.

09:23 to: Margaret Allen
yes

09:24 to: Koen Krikhaar
yes

09:25 to: Jennifer Bartlett 1 #2
yes
09:25 to: Anders Cato
yes

09:25 to: Barbara Schultz-Jones
yes

09:25 to: Julie Biando Edwards
yes!

09:26 to: Marton Nemeth
yes

09:26 to: Lynne
yes

09:27 to: Barbara Combes
yes

09:27 to: Dianne Oberg
yes

09:30 to: Mimi Calter
Yes

10:18 to: Koen Krikhaar
are there more slides?

10:50 to: Lynne
not for Donna

11:19 to: Barbara Combes
lost her

11:23 to: Koen Krikhaar
lost the audio again

11:25 to: Margaret Allen
me too

11:29 to: Marton Nemeth
I cannot hear again...

11:42 to: Koen Krikhaar
yes she is back

11:42 to: Dianne Oberg
ok now

11:46 to: Marton Nemeth
ok

11:53 to: Lynne
Yes lost Donna again. I know she is having connection problems so we will try to be patient.

13:01 to: Marton Nemeth
no sound

13:06 to: Koen Krikhaar
nothing

13:18 to: Lynne
Yes she has cut out again.

16:19 to: Koen Krikhaar
yes

16:20 to: Jennifer Bartlett 1 #2
yes

16:20 to: Marton Nemeth
yes

16:20 to: Barbara Schultz-Jones
yes

16:23 to: Barbara Combes
yes

16:23 to: Dianne Oberg
yes

16:24 to: Julie Biando Edwards
yes

16:24 to: Frederick Zamdt
yes

16:25 to: RAISSA Teodori
yes

16:26 to: Sandra Brooke
yes

16:37 to: Barbara Combes
lost you

16:38 to: Koen Krikhaar
lost it

16:40 to: Sandra Brooke
lost audio
16:41 to: Marton Nemeth
now I cannot hear

16:41 to: Frederick Zarndt
you went away

16:41 to: Anders Cato
gone

16:42 to: RAISSA Teodori
lost you too

16:43 to: Mimi Calter
Gone

16:44 to: Jennifer Bartlett 1 #2
uh-oh

16:49 to: Margaret Allen
Spoke too soon!

16:53 to: Julie Biando Edwards
no sound here either

16:56 to: Lynne
hasn’t won yet

17:06 to: Sandra Brooke
Still no audio

21:24 to: Donna Scheeder
I am back

21:46 to: Lynne
Hang in there Donna

22:12 to: Donna Scheeder
got thrown off and internet connection failed briefly.

42:38 to: Marton Nemeth
yes

47:13 to: Barbara Combes
Great work Donna and Stuart

49:07 to: Marton Nemeth
The freedom of information is a serious question in Hungary where the government has strong authoritarian attitudes and the financing of libraries is on a catastrophically low level. Not just the deve

49:07 to: Marton Nemeth
loping countries have major problems...

49:16 to: Koen Krikhaar
cant hear donna

49:41 to: Marton Nemeth
I could hear

51:58 to: Marton Nemeth
I really agree Stuart

52:15 to: Marton Nemeth
there are serious challenges in this field

52:21 to: Marton Nemeth
all over Europe

52:48 to: Marton Nemeth
thanks for everyone!

52:51 to: Barbara Combes
Many thanks

52:52 to: RAISSA Teodori
I agree

52:53 to: Donna Scheeder
Yes indeed!

53:05 to: Margaret Allen
Yes, thanks to Donna and Stuart - despite the technology challenges its was great

53:29 to: RAISSA Teodori
Thank you Donna and Stuart, this was very interesting. And thank you Lynne

53:47 to: Dianne Oberg
Thanks all and see you in Cape Town!

53:55 to: Donna Scheeder
Thank you Lynne.
54:02 to: Barbara Schultz-Jones
   Thanks for the opportunity, great session
   and look forward to more!

54:08 to: Barbara Combes
   Godnight everyone

54:10 to: Anders Cato
   Thanks you

54:12 to: Jennifer Bartlett 1 #2
   thank you!

54:14 to: Marton Nemeth
   These webinars can be really useful to those
   that does not have the chance to travel to the
   congress

54:16 to: Margaret Allen
   Goodnight